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Die entry pressure drops in paste extrusion
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Abstract-Pressure drops for the extrusion of a perfectly plastic material through smooth-
walled dies with various reduction ratios and conical entry angles have been calculated by the
large deformation elastic-plastic finite element method. They are found to agree well with
extrusion pressures obtained from slipline field analyses for plane strain problems, and lie
within the limits set by upper- and lower-bound solutions in axisymmetric cases. The results for
axisymmetric dies are compared with the die entry pressure drop term in the Benbow-
Bridgwater equation, used to describe the flow of pastes in a ram extruder. @ 1998 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

INTRODUcrlON diameter. The additional work is termed redundant
,! Benbow and Bridgwater (1993) describe a simple w~rk: and causes the die entry pressur~drop to be in

model for the flow of pastes in a ram extruder (Fig. I). pnnc~ple rather greater th~n that predIcted byeq: (~). : ' .,

If the material is thought to behave as a perfect plastic It IS often found expenmentally t~at P I ~xhlblts
in the bulk, and the work done in the die entry region some rate depe.ndence, and eq. (1) IS modIfied by
is identical to that for homogeneous compression Benbow and Bndgwater (1993) as follows:

between parallel plates, the die entry pressure drop is (D )given by PI = 2(0"0 + cxV)ln ii ' (2)

PI = 20"yln(~ ) (1) wh~re V i~ ~~e ve~ocity of the paste ~n the die land,

0"0 IS an InItIal yIeld stress, and cx IS a parameter
where O"y is the uniaxial yield stress, Do is the barrel chatacterising the effect of velocity in the die entry.
diameter, and D is the die land diameter; it is assumed Both 0"0 and cx are regarded as material constants, and
that the barrel and die land both have circular cross- are assumed to be independent of die geometry and
sections. This expression is applied to dies with abrupt extrusion rate:
contractions (square entry dies), and to dies withconi- In the die land the paste flows as a rigid plug, c,

calor tapered entries when wall friction is not thought possibly surrounded by a thin layer of lubricating
to be significant. Ovenston and Benbow (1968), and liquid separating it frointhe wall. Thus, the wall shear
Benbow (1971) present experimental results for the stress may be a function of the velocity of the plug, ,

extrusion of ceramic pastes through square and coni- and the die land pressure drop is given by
cal entry dies, and argue that the effect of geometry on
the die entry pressure drop is consistent with eq. (1). P2 = 4(,0 + 11 V) ~ (3)

In homogeneous compression, a rectangular ele- D
ment in the undeformed specimen, with sides parallel h L . th d . I d I th ... t .

I alld ..were IS e le an eng , '0 IS an Inl la wto the pnncl~al dIrectIons of stress an s~raln, remaIns stress, and 11 is a parameter characterising the effect of
rectangular In the deformed state. In thIs case, all the I " t . th d.

I d d 11 I d dve OCI y In e le an; '0 an are a so regar e as
energy supplIed vIa the platens results In a change In t . I t t Add .

th d (2) d...ma ena cons an s. Ing e pressure rops anthe heIght of the specImen, and the work done IS (3) t th I d t th " t d I " theoge er ea s o e lour-parame er mo e lor
a minImum, termed Ideal work. Dunng extrusIon, the overall pressure drop sometimes known as the Be-

deformation in the die entry region is not homogene- b B .d t ' t .
. h dd .. I k .. h .n ow- n gwa er equa Ion.

ous, WIt a ltlona wor goIng Into s eanng mater-
ial elements without causing a reduction in the overall (Do ) L P=2(0"0+CXV)ln- +4(,0 +11V)-. (4)
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where lis the effective strain rate. In regions where the
-barrel material is undergoing rigid-body motion, i tends to " (

zero and the viscosity tends to infinity. In practice,
a large but finite cut-off value for the viscosity is
applied, and the material is thus treated as a highly
viscous Newtonian fluid wherever the stress is below
the yield point.

Zienkiewicz et al. (1978} presented results for plane
strain extrusion of a non-hardening von Mises mater-
ial through smooth- and rough-walled square entry
dies. In the smooth-walled case, the calculated extru-
sion pressures gave good agreement with those
obtained from slipline field solutions. They also exam-
ined axisymmetric pipe extrusion, in both forward
and inverted configurations, and found good agree-
ment between calculated extrusion pressures and ex-

die land L ' II Ch 1 (1979} , .
d hpenmenta va ues. en et a. lDvestlgate t e

extrusion of both hardening and non-hardening
materials through axisymmetric conical entry dies,
with the principal aim of comparing different criteria
for ductile fracture. A plot of P/O'y against In(Do/D} for
smooth-walled dies with a 45° entry angle was found
to produce a straight line. However, in contrast with
the behaviour predicted by eq. (1}, this line had a pos-
itive intercept when extrapolated to a In(Do/D} value

'~;"';:"C."i,' vel~ity V '"i, cofze!o, and !or thenon-hardeningmateri~ the value ,,"-,1:
,.c, .",c :' ., ' , , of the slope was le~s than two. j ,
"",..L .cl!."".Fii1.'Acsiniple:r-ithexttuQer with a "~u~re entry die. ' 'c Intbti.'e;lastic~plii.~ticformu.ation; el;i&ticsl;rainsare ""'!~.":

, ,". , not neglected, and the primary variables are nodal
stress of the material, as this is the maximum shear displacements Iather than velocities. A Lagrangian
stress that can be sustained by a perfect plastic. The mesh, deforming' with the material, is used in an in-
shear yield stress 'tJl is expected to be about half the cremental analysis. The equilibrium relationships are
uniaxial yield stress: Tresca's yield criterion predicts expressed in terms of a referen~e geometry, and the
that 't" is equal to O'JI/2, while von Mises' criterion elastic""plastic schemes may be further divided into

,c',\,'!!:. ':' pteaicts that't"Jlis' equa,I to O'JI/J3..Ih practice, the two categQ!ies depending on the !eference geo~etry,
'}':~:::'".~:1 ' '~gfiitudes .of'0"()and 'to depend on the composition chQ~en,lnt~tQtal~~grapgian formulati~l:!,the.;refer-; .
" , "".' ., , of the 'Paste, but for ceramic pastes if is often found encegeometry is taken as the initial config~ratiCQnof

that 'to is an order of magnitude less than O'o. The the material, while in the updated Lagrangian formu-
~,"r",.'.~'.,,~in.reractionbetw~the paste and the wall' inlhe die latio.n, tbe;r~ferencege,om~tryis the .configuration at c.t ,,~j."

.land is therefOti:of a rather' smooth nat1:1re,at least for the be~nning of the current time increment. The solid: ~ ;;c
'":" .low', extrusion rates, presUmably as a' result of the approach is rather more complicated than the flow

...: c lubricating Jayerof liquid. However, the same bound- approac~, as e~tra c~~e ispeeded to properly accoun~
,;'f'.~,i)'~',,;,ary: conditiolidbes;not' automatically; apply to'the :for tbe effe«to.f, geomet~cal non-line~rities (large
c.";~i~~J:;:ii'i.', ' fiowin'1hedie entry: , ;::' 0 displaceIJlents and~trains} as well as material non-

Several authors have made use of the finite element linearities. A particular difficulty surrounds the choice
method to study the extrusion of plastic materials in of an appropriate objective stress rate for use in the
the context ofmetal-forming processes. Two formula- elastic-plastic constitutive relationships (Voyiadjis
tionsare commonly encountered: the flow approach, and Foroozesh, 1991}. The principal advantage of this ."0
and the el;tstic-plastic or solid approach. In the flow approach is seen as the ability to predict the stress
foimulation, elastic strains are completely neglected field in regions where the material is not at the yield
on the grounds that the plastic strains are very much point, particularly the residual stresses in parts that
greater in problems that involve large deformations. have experienced unloading.
The material is considered to be a viscous, non-New- An early example of the application of the large
tonian fluid, and the primary variables in the calcu- strain elastic-plastic method to extrusion problems is
lation are velocities at the nodes of the finite element the work of Lee et al. (1977}. Here, an updated Lag-
mesh. For a material obeying von Mises' yield cri- rangian scheme was used to study the plane strain
terion and associated flow rule, the viscosity given by extrusion of an aluminium billet through a smooth-
Zienkiewicz et al. (1978} is walled curvilinear die. The billet, modelled as a

strain-hardening von Mises material, experienced
Jl = ~ (5) a 25% reduction in width in a distance of 0.6 times the

J3i initial width; this corresponds to an approximate
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zone, where the material is at the yield point, and both
formulations are expected to give the same results
where this aspect of the problem is concerned.

As far as the present authors are aware, there has
been no numerical study of how extrusion pressure
depends on die geometry for axisymmetric dies for the

node range of reductions and entry angles encountered in
paste extrusion. This paper describes how the elas-
tic-plastic finite-element method has been used to
calculate these loads, and compares the results with
the first term in the Benbow-Bridgwater equation.

entry angle IV

d ..-"ngJ SWlaCe

element

free surface

-

CALCULATION PROCEDURE

The basis for the calculations described in this pa-

per is the ABAQUS Finite Element Package, Version

5.5 (Hibbitt, Karlssonatid Sorensen, Inc., 1995). An

incremental analysis is performed, in which a Lagran-

gian mesh (Fig. 2), comprised offour-noded quadrilat-

eral elements, is used to represent an elastic, perfectly

plastic billet as it travels through the die under the

influence of a ram. The elastic response of the material

is modelled using Hooke's law, and von Mises' yield

criterion and associated flow rule are employed to

describe the plastic deformation. The extrusion pres-

sure can be obtained at any time during the analysis

by integrating the longitudinal streSs component over

the area of the ram; For an axisymmetric problem, the
Fi~.2.';Fi~it~~elem~~t ~~shcfor plane ~train extrusion pressure is given by c

through a smooth, tapered entry. die, wit~ a 30° entry angle 1 fRO and a 50% reductlo~ In, WIdth. f = ::-

R 2 21tr[ -u},(r)]dr (6)
..o 0

angle of taper 1/1 (defined in Fig. 2) of 11.8°. In addition where Ro is the radius of the barrel. (This quantity

to calculating the extrusion pressure, the stress field in may be calculated after each analysis increment and

t)';;C";the:qefpr~ingz:ope and"t~e J:.esid»aJ str~sses in the plotted agaipstram displacement to produce a pres-

:;iF": "-: e~tr~~ate were alsQ"~~9u~~d-Nagtegl!.al and Vel-' ~I,lre;-di~placernent curve. Altematively, thecpressure

;,,; dpaus{1984)con,sider~dthe axisymmetfic analogue of" may "be obtained from thetotar energy dissipated'

this problem, again using an updated Lagrangian during the increment by means of an energy balance.

f~r '! I~ oI;de~c~o test!, the" calculation procedure, s,everal ""

~";!1!" , aSl1~li,~ly"~ork ~~rd~Q\ngm~tenal ex~ru~ed through "pJanestraJn extrusJOn pr.obl~ms,haye been stud1edc In
;"h a smooth,curviliQear die with ~ 2:5% area reduction. "addition to the upper.; and lower-bound estimates for

Voyiadjis and Foroozesh (1991) employed a total the extrusion pressure available in the axisymmetric

L~gr~~~~ f~r~ull!.~iop,tp"stl,ldy the~jsymmetric c~se,inpll!.ne~traip thenumericl!.l results "may be

;"cextrusionof~ w()rk-harQenjpg1!cll,l~inium alloy, their compared withaccurate'prOOictionsfromslipline field

justification: for adopting the total Lagrangian scheme analyses. Two difficulties were found to arise during

being that it circumvented the difficulty of choosing the calculations. Firstly, for extrusion through dies

an objective stress rate. They also considered smooth with a tapered entry, large oscillations were observed

curvilinear dies, and investig~ted a. range of area re- in the pressure~isplacement curves where the extru-

ductioDs between 25 and 35%, and approximate sion pressure was expected to have a steady value.

angles of taper betwee11c5 and ~o.They concluded that Secondly, for extrusion through square entry ~ies,

the extrusion pressure increased linearly with angle, gross distortion of the mesh occurs around the re-

and approximately linearly with area reduction. entrant corner, and the extrusion pressure displays

For paste flows the constitutive behaviour of the very large, non-periodic variations.

material below the yield point is not well established. Figure 3 shows the pressure--displacement curve for

Unlike the situation in metal forming, it is not clear plane strain extrusion through a tapered entry die

that Hooke's Law provides an appropriate descrip- with a 30° entry angle and 50% reduction in width;

tion, and the flow formulation, in which the material the die and mesh for this problem are shown in Fig. 2.

is treated as a Newtonian fluid below the yield point, The large oscillations in the extrusion pressure can be

may be more realistic than the elastic-plastic ap- identified with the passage of individual nodes around

proach. However, the extrusion pressure seems to be the corners of the die, Similar oscillations have been

determined by processes occurring in the deformation observed by Lee et al. (1977), Nagtegaal and Veldpaus
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(1984) and Voyiadjis and Foroozesh (1991). The pres-
sure calculated from the slipline field solution
(Chakrabarty,)987a), is less than the mean value of
the numerical pressures in the steady-state part of the
curve, indicating that an accurate estimate of the
extrusion pressure cannot be obtained by averaging
over several oscillations. Also shown in Fig. 3 are the
pressures obtained from upper- and lower-bound
solutions for this geometry. The upper-bound solu-
tion, in which deformation is assumed to occur by
a rigid-block mechanism with sliding along the die
face, is described by Calladine (1985a). The lower-
bound value is that obtained from the homogeneous
work assumption: as in the axisymmetric case, the
pressure is found by multiplying the uniaxial yield
stress by the natural logarithm of the area ratio. Thus,
for an initial width Wo and a final width W,

(w: ):';' ,r :T.~)lln -J# ." (7)

It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the amplitude of the
oscillations is comparable to the difference between
the upper- and lower-bound pressures, and so no
improvement in accuracy is achieved by the relatively
complicated numerical analysis compared with the
simple predictions of the upper- and lower-bound
solutions.

Figure 4 shows the distortion undergone by a regu-
lar square mesh in the early stages of extrusion
through a square entry die. Here, the mesh provides
an unphysical representation of the billet, in which
some elements severely cut the re-entrant corner, and
the corresponding pressure-displacement curve ex-
hibits irregular variations and fails to reach a steady-
state, with or without oscillations.

The problem of excessive distortion can be solved
by remeshing the billet at relatively frequentintervals,

replacing the misshapen elements with undistorted
elements within the same material boundary. The
solution from the previous analysis step is then map-
ped onto the new mesh, allowing the analysis to be
continued. The problem of oscillations in the pres-
sure..,displacement curve can be alleviated simulta-
neously by making the elements small in regions
where the rate of deformation is large (near the re-
entrant corner in the case of square entry dies},
but relatively large where the material is rigid. Thus,
the total number of nodes in the mesh is kept to
a minimum, and the calculation time is as short as

possible;'!
A mesh generation program has been written by the

authors that creates a new mesh, based on the solu-
tion from the previous analysis step, which is then
supplied as part of the input for the next step. The
remeshing is accomplished in several stages. Firstly,
the desired distribution of element sizes is calculated,
a size being associated with each node in the old mesh.
This is then used as a background mesh on which the
new elements are constructed. Several methods for
choosing the element size distribution have been in-
vestigated. One of these is based on the method of
Zienkiewicz and Zhu (1987} designed to create an
optimal mesh that minimises the interpolation error
in the energy dissipation field. An alternative, simpler
scheme is to choose element sizes that are inversely
related to the local rate of strain in the material. In all
cases, a pre-determined element size is stipulated for
elements near corners of the die (unless the rate of
strain there is close to zero} to ensure that the mesh is
sufficiently fine in these regions. Before the mesh is
constructed a smoothing algorithm is applied to the
size distribution to ensure that the sizes associated
with adjacent nodes in the old mesh never differ by
a factor of more than about two. All methods used for
choosing the element size distribution are found to
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Fig. 4. Finite-element mesh for plane strain extrusion Fig. 5. Finite-element mesh for plane strain extrusion
through a smooth, square entry die with a 50% reduction in through a smooth, square entry die with a 50% reduction in

width, showing distortion of initial grid. width, showing variation in element size.

~ye risetb similar meshes, and ultimately to similar giv~Ii by Chakrabarty (1987b):
extrusion pressures.

A .tpangul~r ~es~ isgenera,ted, based o~ the ad- p= .!!!- (1 + ~).8)yancmg front techmque descnbed by Peralre et al. ./3 2 (

(1986). Mo~t of the boundary nodes are retained be-
tween the old mesh and the new mesh. An exception To obtain reliable convergence of the solution algo-
oc~urs when the separation of adjacent boundary rithm, it is necessary to make the re-entrant corner
nodes has become rather smaller than the local de- slightlyrou~ded. This rounding can be seen in Fig. 5,
sired element size, in which case a node will be deleted. where the fillet radius at the corner is 1.5% of the
Conversely, if the spacing of adjacent boundary nodes barrel diameter. Rounding the corner alters the profile
is much larger than the desired element size, an addi- of the die, and hence the extrusion pressure, but tests
tional node will be created. Finally, a quadrilateral with various fillet radii indicate that the difference is
mesh is produced by mer~ng pairs of adjacent tri- not significant for the level of rounding typically em-
angles, followed by several mesh modification and ployed. As seen in Fig. 6, the pressure-displacement
smoothing steps; the procedure is based on that de- curve quickly reaches a steady state as the material
scribed by Lee and Lo (1994). At the be~nning of the starts to enter the die land, and exhibits small fluctu-
new step, the mapping of the old solution onto the ations about the mean value thereafter, The extrusion
newly created mesh is perfonned by the ABAQUS pressure is found by taking the average value of the
package. points on this curve once the steady state has been

To illustrate the improvement in the solution as reached, and the finite-element and slipline field
a result of remeshing, plane strain extrusion through extrusion pressures show excellent agreement. An
a smooth, square entry die with a 50% reduction in upper-bound solution, based on a ri~d-block mode
width is considered; a typical mesh for this problem is of deformation with a static zone on the die face,
shown in Fig. 5. In this case, the slipline field solution is given by Calladine (1985b). It is noted that the
is particularly simple, and the extrusion pressure is difference between the upper bound and the slipline

~~
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Fig. 6. Extrusion pressure against ram displacement for the die and mesh in Fig. 5.

field extrusion pressure is rather greater than that
in Fig. 3 for a tapered entry die. Thus, for the
square entry die, the bound theorem approach
does not give such a clear indication of the extrusion

pressure.

Table 1. Extrusion pressures for axisymmetric extrusion
through smooth, square entry dies

~

RESULTS

The material and mesh parameters selected for the
analyses described in this section were as follows: The
ratio of the material's Young's modulus to its uniaxial
yield stress was between 102 and 105 in all cases.
A large value for this ratio is appropriate for three
reasons. Firstlithere is some evidence tosuggestthat
the ratio is of order 103 for both ceramic pastes
(Feaserand Wilson, 1996} and soaps (Garvey and
Ross, 1996). Secondly, it validates an approximation
used in ABAQUS, and more widely in the analysis of
elastic-plastic deformations, that the total strain rate
is the sum of aR elastic contribution and a plastic
contribution (the 'a4ditivestrain rate decomposition'
-see the ABAQUS Theory Manual and e.g. Lee,
1984). Thirdly, we have observed that for the larger
diameter reductions, the material in the barrel can
undergo significant elastic volume change during an
analysis increment, and that this effect is reduced by
making the Young's modulus very much larger than
the uniaxial yield stress.

The material's Poisson's ratio was chosen to be
0.49, this value being somewhat arbitrary, although
a Poisson's ratio close to 0.5 results in the elastic part
of the deformation being approximately volume-con-
serving. It is believed that changing the Poisson's ratio
has very little effect on the extrusion pressures.

Typical meshes contained 300-800 nodes, with the
smallest element size being of order 0.1 % of the barrel
diameter. The extrudate displacement during each
analysis step (i.e. before remeshing) was between 0.1

24 4 0.33
22 12 0.78
20 20 1.14
18 28 1.47
16 36 " 1.81
14 44 2.15
12 52 2,49
10 60 2.85
5 68 3.26
6 76 3.81
4 84 4.57
2 91 5.93

,

Note: Barrel diametei=25 in all cases.

and 20/Q of the barrel diameter, and the fillet radius at
the re-entrant corner was less than 1.20/Q of the barrel
diameter in all cases.

Square entry dies
Extrusion pressures have been calculated for

axisymmetric flow through smooth, square entry dies,
with diameter reductions of between 4 and 92Q/Q. The
dimensionless pressures Plo-y are given in Table 1, and
are plotted against In(Dol D) in Fig. 7. As expected, the
numerical values all lie above the straight line ob-
tained by plotting Plo-y from eq. (1), based on the ideal
work assumption. An alternative lower-bound solu-
tion for smooth, square entry dies, proposed by
Kobayashi and Thomsen (1965), is found to produce
a better (i.e. higher) estimate for the extrusion pressure
for diameter reductions less than about 750/Q, and
this is also shown in Fig. 7. The upper-bound curve
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fractional diameter reduction: (D 0- D ) / D o

° 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.S 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
1111I11 17
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/6 Kudo's upper bound
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~
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In(DoID)

2.0 2.5 3.0

Fig. 7. Extrusion pressure against In(Do/D) for axisymmetric extrusion through smooth, square entry dies.

Table 2. Extrusion pressures for axisymmetric extrusion
through smooth, conical entry dies with a 52% diameter

reduction

Die entry angle (deg) P/Uy

corresponds to a solution given by Kudo (1960).
Kudo describes four different velocity fields appropri.
ate for axisymmetric extrusion through square entry
dies, and we have found that, of these, one produces
either the best (i.e. lowest), or close to the best, esti-
mate for the extrusion pressure at all reductions. This
deformation mode has Kudo's 'parallel velocity field'
in the outer part of the deforming region, and 'tri-
angular velocity field' in the inner part.

For diameter reductions less than about 50%, the
contribution made by redundant work to the overall
extrusion pressure is comparatively large, and a reas-
onably good estimate of the pressure is provided by
the upper-bound solution. However, as the reduction
increases, the ideal work increases, while the redund-
ant work remains roughly constant, and thus the ideal

"
work assumption provides a better estimate for the
extrusion pressure at large reductions.

A curve may be fitted through the calculated points
in two sections as follows: the points Jie roughly on
a straight line for diameter reductions above 60%,
and on a parabolic curve for smaller reductions. Writ-
ing f. for In(Do/D), the best.fit parabola and straight
line are found to be

~

P/Uy = O.700(~26.8~ + 1-1)

diameter reduction < 60% (9)

Plo-y = 1.92~ + 1.08

diameter reduction ~ 60%. (10)

These equations are also plotted in Fig. 7. The straight
line for large reductions has a slope that is slightly less
than two, and thus approaches the ideal work line as
the reduction increases. A similar situation occurs in
the analogous plane strain case, where the extrusion

5 1.49
15 1.55
30 1.65
45 1.84
60 2.06
75 2.28
90 c 2.49

pressures may be obtained from slipline field analyses
(Chakrabarty, 1987c). Since the idearwork line cannot
be crossed, eq. (10) does not apply for arbitrarily large
reductions. However, the intersection of the lines
given by eqs (1) and (10) occurs at ~ = 13.5, corres-

ponding to a diameter ratio D/Do of around 10-6.

Conical entry dies
Extrusion pressures have been calculated for

smooth dies having diameter reductions of 52%, but
with differing entry angles. In this case, large rates of
strain may be apparent at both ends of the tapered die
face, and small elements and rounding off are required
at each comer. The angles investigated and pressures
obtained are listed in Table 2, and a plot of extrusion
pressure against entry angle is shown in Fig. 8.

Since the diameter reduction is the same for all the
dies, the extrusion pressure calculated from the ideal
work assumption has a constant value, and this pro-
vides a lower bound. The upper-bound curve has
been obtained from a solution for conical entry dies
described by Kobayashi and Thomsen (1965). We
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35

3.0

2.5

2.0"'
~
Q.,

15

1.0

0.5

0.0

Fig. 8. Extrusion pressure against entry angle for axisymmetric extrusion through smooth, conical entry
dies with a 52% diameter reduction.

believe there is a small error in Kobayashi and Thom-
sen's expression for the extrusion pressure, further
details of which are given in an appendix. For angles
greater than 82°, we have modified Kobayashi and
Thomsen's solution, by introducing a static zone on
the die face, in order to obtain a better (lower) upper
bound. In this modified solution, the extrusion pres-
sure is calculated for a conical entry die assuming
a perfectly rough die face, and the entry angle is
chosen so as to minimise the pressure. For the square
entry die (1/1 = 900) this solution gives a rather higher
extrusion pressure than that provided by Kudo's solu-
tion described above.

For large die angles, greater than about 45°, the
calculated extrusion pressure varies approximately
linearly with angle, but as the angle decreases the ideal
work line is approached tangentially. A hyperbola
may be fitted through the calculated points as follows:

P/q, = 1.47 + 0.496{.j(1.85I/lf-f,1,,- I} (11)

where the die angle 1/1 is measured in radians. The
initial constant in this equation is simply the ideal
work contribution to the extrusion pressure from

eq. (1).

sures are provided for a particular material model,
namely the elastic, perfeCtly plastic solid, for a wide
range of diameter reductions and entry angles in the
axisymmetric configuration. These results have direct
relevance to metal forming processes, to which the
perfect plasticity model has been extensively applied,
and potentially to the processing of soft solids, where
it remains unclear whether there are any materials
that are adequately described by such a model. Evenl
in the absence of such materials, perfect plasticity can
provide useful guidance for the construction of realis-
tic models, as the yield behaviourisalways an impor- ,

tant feature of the flow of soft solids. Thirdly, the work
may be thought to concern a purely hypothetical
material, but with a detailed constitutive behaviour
that is precisely known; The results can then be used
to examine the Benbow-Bridgwater characterisation
procedure, in order to determine the extent to which
the characterisation parameters are independent of
geometry, and 10 establish how they relate to the
parameters of the constitutive model. It is this last
theme that we wish to develop in these concluding

remarks.
The characterisation parameter Uo is often taken to

be a measure of the uniaxial yield stress Uy, to which it
is clearly closely related. However, the two quantities
are not equal, and Fig. 7 provides a graphical repres-
entation of the relationship between them. The
standard characterisation procedure described by
Benbow and Bridgwater (1993) is equivalent to ob-
taining a point on the numerical results curve in
Fig. 7, and drawing a straight line connecting this
point to the origin; uo/Uy is then half the slope of this
line. Hence, Uo cannot be regarded as solely a material
parameter, since it depends to some extent on ge-
ometry, particularly for diameter reductions of less
than 50%. However, paste extrusion often involves

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

It is hoped that the work presented in this paper
serves several purposes. Firstly, it provides an illustra-
tion of how the large deformation elastic-plastic
finite-element method can be used to produce accu-
rate solutions for flows of materials with a yield stress
in extrusion geometries. The technique described, of
which the remeshing process is an essential part, has
great power due to its flexibility: different geometries,
constitutive models and boundary conditions are all
readilyexamined. Secondly, details of extrusion pres-
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very large reductions in the cross-sectional area of the NoTAnoN
flow, in which case ideal work forms the major contri- a length parameter in upper-bound velocity
bution to the overall pressure drop, and it is perhaps field
for this reason that the Benbow-Bridgwater equation b length parameter in upper-bound velocity
has been found to be a good basis for correlating the field
behaviour of pastes. In general, (10 will be an overesti- Do barrel diameter
mate of the uniaxial yield stress of the material. For D die land diameter
example, for a typical characterisation diameter ratio f length ratio in upper bound velocity field
Do/D of 25/3, (10 is 21% greater than (11" I integral in upper-bound expression for ex-

Results for conical entry dies show that as the entry trusion pressure
angle decreases from 90 to 0°, the deformation be- L die land length
comes closer to being homogeneous, and the extru- n number of pairs of velocity discontinuities in
sion pressure approaches the ideal work value. As the upper-bound velocity field
entry angle is altered, the extrusion pressure therefore p 1 die entry pressure drop
only varies by the amount of redundant work asso- P2 die land pressure drop
ciated with a square entry die. Again, for the large P overall pressure drop
reductions encountered in paste extrusion most of the r radial coordinate
work done in a square entry die is ideal work, and the Ro barrel radius
pressure is not expected to vary greatly with entry u radial velocity component
angle. This justifies the application of the Benbow- v axial velocity component
Bridgwater approach to conical as well as square Vo parameter in upper-bound velocity field
entry dies, in cases where the reduction ratio is large. V mean velocity of material in die land
Conversely, for small reductions, most of the work Wo initial width of sheet
done in a square entry die is redundant work, and W final width of sheet
(10 is expected to vary significantly with die angle. x integration variable in upper-bound solu-

Since a rate-independent model has been employed tion
in the analyses, we have only been able to consider the y integration variable in upper-bound solu-
(10 parameter in the die entry term of the Benbow- tion;
Bridgwater equation (the velocity factor IX is identi- z axial coordinate
cally zero). However, the results given in Figs 7 and
8 and by eqs (9H11) should also be appropriate for Greek letters
materials that display bulk rate dependence in the IX Benbow-Bridgwater parameter characteris-
limit as the velocity of extrusion tends to zero, pro- ing effect of velocity in die yntry
vided the condition of smooth walls still applies: if the p Benbow-Bridgwater parameter characteris-
largest rate of strain in the material is sufficiently ing effect of velocity in die land
small, the largest deviation from the initial yield stress e;j strain rate tensor [l/2(iJuJiJxj + iJUj/iJXi)]
is also small, and the stresses throughout the material where Ui is the velocity in direction Xi
are close to those for an ideal plastic having the same t effective strain rate [(2I!i).ei)1/2]
yield stress. In general, 0"0 may be expected to depend .IJ non.Newtonian fluid viscosity
on wall friction in addition to die geometry, for both' reduction parameter [In(Do/D)l
rate-dependent and rate-independent material mod- 0", longitudinal stress component
els, although we have yet to investigate this effect. (1y uniaxial yield stress

Rate dependence is often an important feature of (10 Benbow-Bridgwaterparameter: initial bulk
the behaviourof real pastes, and the velocity factor yield stress
IX is generally non-zero. Viscoplastic materials, dis- to Benbow-Bridgwater parameter: initial wall
playing rate dependence in the bulk, could be stress in die land
modelled as Bingham or Herschel-Bulkley fluids, but ty shear yield stress
with slip at the walls instead of the usual no-slip 4> angle in upper-bound velocity field

condition. They may therefore be described as lubri- "' entry angle
cated Bingham or Herschel-Bulkley fluids. If the wall
shear stress was assumed to be a function of the REFERENCES
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and b and 4> are assumed to be related by the consttaint

b~ sin(4> -1/I)/sin4>. (A4)

APPENDIX: AN UPPER-BOUND SOLU11ON FOR
AXISYMMETRIC EXTRUSION THROUGH CONICAL

ENTRY DIES

Figure A1 shows a velocity field described by Kobayashi
and Thomsen (1965) appropriate for axisymmetric extrusion

By lettIng x equal z/r, similar expressions can be derived
from the velocity field (A1) following the usual procedure for

an upper-bound analysis (see e.g. Calladine, 1985). However,
we believe there is a small error in Kobayashi and Thomsen's
result, and that the integral (A3) should read

I=

fcot<.-.).J{(! + 2tan21/l)x2 + 3xtan 1/1 +(2 + !tan21/l)}
dx

-co.. (1 + x tan 1/1)2

(A5)

R. M. Nedderman

'If~1 -

-~--

Fig. A1. Velocity field for axisymmetric extrusion through
a conical entry die.

through smooth-walled, conical entry dies, The velocity
components in each region are given by

Region 1 u = 0, v = 1

Region2 u= -Vo(l+;tanl/l}anl/l,

V=v(l+:tanl/l ) (AI)

, r

i
Region 3 u =0, v = b2

where

1
vo= -".

(1 .,- fa tan 1/1)2

For a material obeying von Mises' yield criterion, Kobayashi
and Thomsen give the following expression for the extrusion

pressure:

""":'\~!"¥"';

wher

1=

lc" -
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Fig. A2. Deformation mode for axisymmetric extrusion
through a conical entry die with two pairs of velocity discon-

tinuities (n = 2).
(A7)

parameter, and the resulting expression for the extrusion
pressure is minirnised with respect to thi~ variable. It does
not appear that the optimum value of 1/1 can be found
analytically, but a numerical minimisation is accomplished
relatively straightforwardly using a computer. This proced-
ure has been used to obtain the uppet-bound curve in Fig. 8.

The solution can be modified to allow for additional pairs
of velocity discontinuities as shown in Fig. A2. For n pairs of
discontinuities, b is replaced by b'/", and the extrusion pres-
sure calculated from eq. (A2) is multiplied by n. The cusps on
the upper-bound curve in Fig. 8 separate regions where the
deforrnationmodes have different values orthe integer n.

,

~~~
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Making the substitution y = (x -tan 1/I)/(xtan1/1 + 1), this 1--

can be written more compactly as

fcol. f2""+T::i I = v" -r lY dy. (A6)

-cot(.-~} 1 -ytan 1/1

The integration can then be performed analytically, produ-
cing the rather cumbersome expression


